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Abstract—The increasing pervasiveness of mobile devices along
with the use of technologies like GPS, Wifi networks, RFID,
etc., allows for the collections of large amounts of movement
data. This amount of information can be analyzed to extract
descriptive and predictive models that can be profitable exploited
to improve urban life. This paper presents an integrated Cloudbased framework for efficiently managing and analyzing socioenvironmental data in the urban context of cities. As case study,
we introduce a parallel approach for discovering patterns and
rules from trajectory data. Experimental evaluation shows that
the trajectory pattern mining process can take advantage from a
scalable execution environment offered by a Cloud architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The concept of Smart City has been introduced as the
application of ubiquitous and pervasive computing paradigms
to urban spaces focusing on developing city network infrastructures, optimizing traffic and transportation flows, lowering
energy consumption, and innovative services for citizens. This
is implemented by the integration of different control systems
in commercial and public interest buildings, aimed at monitoring lighting and electricity, fire detection, video surveillance,
access control and public address services. Smart Cities can
dramatically improve the citizen’s quality of life, encourage
business to invest and create a sustainable urban environment.
Emerging technologies, such as wireless devices, Cloud
computing and vehicular networking, promote the developments of urban computing within smart city by enabling,
among other things, an alternative way for tracking and sensing exploiting people’s mobile devices to track mobile events
[1] [2] [3]. This leads to the generation of a large number
of trajectories drawn by the users during their daily activities,
that can be analyzed to discover knowledge, i.e. patterns, rules
and regularities, on the user trajectories. Thus, if we have
enough data to model typical behaviors, such knowledge can
be used to predict and manage future movements of people
[4] [5], [6].
In this paper we propose a Cloud-based architecture specifically designed for urban computing supporting smart cities.
The architecture includes computing and network infrastructures integrated in a Cloud platform that interact with data
source generators like sensors, smart phones and other wireless
devices. The framework includes a set of services allowing
to gather and collect environmental data, and to process and
analyze them in order to mine social and environmental behaviors. Exploiting this information, a set of functionalities can
be implemented atop the basic services allowing to improve
urban planning and management [7]. In addition, an urban

mobility scenario is introduced as a use case, focused on
the study of trajectories followed by users to discover hidden
mobility behaviors. We apply the trajectory pattern extraction
methodology to a real-world dataset concerning mobility of
citizens within an urban area. Experimental evaluation shows
that due to complexity and large data involved in the application scenario, the trajectory pattern mining process can take
advantage from a parallel execution environment as offered by
the Cloud.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a
background on both Cloud computing and Smart City. The
Cloud-based architecture is introduced in Section III. Section
IV presents the trajectory analysis scenario describing the
trajectory pattern detection methodology together with the designed workflow. Preliminary experimental results are reported
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several Cloud enabled tools for urban planning and management have been recently proposed. Environmental Software
and Services (ESS) [1] exploits the Cloud paradigm to offer a
range of services for environmental planning and management,
policy and decision making, world wide. Analogously, the
Environmental Virtual Observatory pilot (EVOp) [2] uses
Clouds to achieve similar objectives in the soil and water
domains.
The European Platform for Intelligent Cities (EPIC) [8]
combines the Cloud computing infrastructure with the knowledge and expertise of the Living Lab approach to deliver
sustainable, user-driven web-based services for citizens and
businesses.
IBM introduced Smarter City Solutions on the IBM SmartCloud Enterprise, a public Cloud platform that includes hardware, network and storage [3]. The platform provides pay-asyou-go services for urban management within cities. Those
services include application software, infrastructure, networking, systems software, middleware and maintenance.
Differently from most of the systems described above,
our framework has been designed to provide general-purpose
services for urban planning and management within the city
context. Thus, it has not been designed for a specific application domain but it can be tailored to the different aspects
concerning urban management (e.g., healthcare, transportation,
tourism, etc.). Moreover, the framework has been designed as
a set of modular components allowing this way easy extensibility and integration of different heterogeneous components
(e.g., software, data sources, etc).

III. A C LOUD - BASED FRAMEWORK FOR S MART C ITIES
In this section we introduce the architecture of a framework
for the implementation of services aiming at improving the
planning, managing and monitoring of activities within a urban
context, such as healthcare, smart transportation, smart home,
smart tourism and smart public services, emergency response
and public information services. The proposed architecture
has been designed as a middleware substrate allowing for
the integration and handling of large-scale, fragmented, crossthematic environmental and socio-geographic data with the
focus of mining human behavior from such data for urban
planning and management. As such, we can envision a set of
services ranging from acquiring data from disparate sources
(e.g., sensors, smart phones, gps, etc) to the integration analysis and processing of such data in order to define a set of
services for urban planning and management.
Due to the complexity of urban-related activities within a
smart city context, we aim to provide an integrated computing
environment for composing and running applications in the
smart city area, leaving the user free to work at the application
level and not at the middleware programming level. To this
aim, one of the main objective of the framework is to assist
users in formulating problems, allowing to compare different
available applications (and choosing among them) to solve a
given problem, or to define a new application as composition of available data and software components. The Cloud
computing paradigm allows to implement the above urbanrelated services: facilitates data access and storage across
platforms, provides on-demand computational resources, and
allows for integrated processing and data analysis. The proposed architecture is based on the use of both proprietary and
open source software and the integration of both private and
public-available environmental databases.
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Figure 1 shows the architecture consisting of a set of layers.
At the lower level, the platform layer is based on a hybrid
Cloud environment (also including mobile devices at any type)
that ensures cross-platform accessibility of environmental data.
The data acquisition layer allows to access environmental data collected from disparate sources including remote

database repositories, sensor networks, mobile ad-hoc networks, satellites, camera, meters, etc. The activities found at
this level can measure water quality, collect electrical meter
readings for a power grid, or provide building measurements to
determine its energy usage. At the data storage level the data
collected is organized in ad-hoc repositories (historical data,
recent data). The software service layer is composed of a set of
software components (mining algorithms, GIS tools) exposed
as services, that can be invoked by the upper level to compose
applications. The service composition layer is responsible to
design workflows, identify data sources, and link necessary
processing components to enact the workflows. This layer is
also responsible for the triggering of predefined workflows
to handle the specific situations, whether it is an emergency
response or the application for a citizen service. The Smart
urban application services layer offers a set of services for
urban management. As the purpose of the platform is to
present a high-level management view within a set of domains,
it provides means to model and define application-specific
performance indicators by implementing a set of software
modules each one addressing a specific urban feature. Existing
applications (e.g, the outcomes from the service composition
layer in application domain specific tools) can be used to
perform intelligent analysis on environmental data.
The implementation of the Service Composition Layer has
been done using the Data Mining Cloud Framework [9], a
software environment that allow users to design and execute
data analysis, mining and knowledge discovery workflows on
the Cloud. Following the approach proposed in [10], such a
framework models knowledge discovery workflows as graphs
whose nodes represent resources (datasets, data mining tools,
data mining models) and whose edges represent dependencies
between resources. The framework includes a Website to
compose workflows and to submit their execution to the Cloud,
following a Software-as-a-Service approach.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the Data Mining Cloud
Framework, which includes a set of binary and text data
containers used to store data to be mined (Input datasets)
and the results of data mining tasks (Data mining models),
a Task Queue that contains the workflow tasks to be executed,
a Task Table and a Tool Table that keep information about
current tasks and available tools, a pool of k Workers (k is the
number of virtual servers available) in charge of executing
the workflow tasks and finally a Website that allows users
to submit, monitor the execution, and access the results of
knowledge discovery workflows.
The following steps are performed to develop and execute
a knowledge discovery application [11] (see Figure 2):
1) A user accesses the Website and develops her/his application as a workflow through an HTML-5 interface.
2) After application submission, a set of tasks that compose
the workflow are created and inserted into the Task
Queue.
3) Each idle Worker picks a task from the Task Queue, and
starts its execution on a virtual server.
4) Each Worker gets the input dataset from its original

location.
5) After task completion, each Worker puts the result on a
data storage element.
6) The Website notifies the user as soon as her/his task(s)
have completed, and allows her/him to access the results.
The Data Mining Cloud Framework has been designed to be implemented on different Cloud systems.
The current implementation is based on Windows Azure
(”www.microsoft.com/windowsazure”).
    

   


   




  







 



 
  
 

  











  







Fig. 2.

Architecture of the Data Mining Cloud Framework.

IV. T RAJECTORY PATTERN M INING A PPLICATION
This section presents a trajectory analysis scenario and describes a data mining approach adopted to perform a trajectory
pattern detection task. Moreover, a parallel workflow implementing such a task will be introduced, that can be designed
and executed in the proposed Cloud-based architecture.
Now, let us describe the approach adopted to detect
trajectory patterns, whose inspiring idea is common to other
approaches proposed in literature [5], [12]. Specifically, the
discovery process is composed of three steps. The first step
consists in the detection of frequent regions from the original
raw trajectory dataset, whose goal is detecting spatial areas
more densely passed through, in order to conduct the further
analysis as movements through areas rather than single points.
The second step consists in thesynthesizing of the trajectories,
by changing their representation from movements between
points into movements between dense regions (i.e., each point
of the original dataset is substituted by the dense regions it
belongs to). The final result is the generation of the structured trajectory dataset. The third step is aimed at extracting
trajectory patterns, in the form of associative rules, analyzing
the trajectories of dense regions obtained at the previous step.
The trajectory pattern detection process consists of a sequence of concatenated connected steps, that can be parallelized, to achieve better performances in terms of execution
time. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the workflow designed

through the Service Composition Layer and executed to perform a parallel trajectory pattern mining task over the Cloud.
Each node represents either a data source or a data mining tool,
whereas an edge represents an execution dependency among
nodes. Moreover, some nodes are labeled by the array notation,
which is a compact way to represent multiple instances of
the same dataset or tool. For example, the ”DBSCAN[64]”labeled node represents 64 parallel instances of the algorithm,
each one belonging to a different path of the workflow.
The workflow is composed of four steps, as described in
the following:
Step 0 - Vertical Data Splitting. The original trajectory
dataset, Trajectory Data, is partitioned in a vertical way, with
respect to the timestamp value. This step is performed by the
Time Stamp Splitter tool, which produces H data partitions.
Each partition is populated by the points of the trajectories
visited at the hth time stamp (in Figure 3, H = 64).
Step 1 - Frequent Regions Detection. This step is aimed
at detecting, for each timestamp, the regions that are more
densely visited with respect to others (thus, of interest for the
further analysis). Each T rajP artition[i] dataset, i = 1, ..., H,
is analyzed by an instance of DBScan [13] and produces a
ClusteringM odel. The final result consists of H clustering
models, whereas the clusters of the hth -model represent the
detected dense regions at the hth -timestamp.
Step 2 - Trajectory Data Synthetization. This step is
aimed at synthesizing the trajectories, to have a structured
trajectory dataset. The TrajectorySynthetizer tool analyzes all
models and the initial dataset, so as to generate the Structured
Trajectory Data, where each point of the original trajectories is
substituted by the dense region it belongs to. The final dataset
results populated by trajectories between dense regions (but
between single points).
Step 3 - Trajectory Pattern Extraction. Finally, a Trajectory
Pattern Extraction algorithm on the dense regions trajectory
data is executed, to discover trajectory patterns from them.
This step has been performed by T-Apriori, an our ad-hoc
modified version of the well-known Apriori algorithm [14].
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We experimented the trajectory pattern methodology, described in the previous section, over the Cloud system proposed in Section III, in order to perform some experimental
evaluation on a real world case. The input dataset chosen for
the experiments is the T-Drive Trajectory Data Sample [15],
[16], a collection of GPS traces describing the movement
of GPS-equipped taxis in the urban area of Beijing, China.
We extracted from this one a dataset composed of 80,000
trajectories, traced by 64 samples (i.e., timestamps), that has
been exploited for our tests.
The experiments have been conducted using 1 virtual server
to run the Data Mining Cloud Framework Website and up
to 64 virtual servers for the Workers. Each test has been
executed by varying the number of virtual servers used to
run the trajectory pattern mining application. As performance
indicators, we used the turnaround time and the achieved

Fig. 3.

Trajectories workflow at the end of the execution, with visualization of the final result.

speedup. The first one is the total time taken by the execution
of the distributed algorithm, i.e., the time elapsed from the
submission of the task by the client (to the system) until the
final result is returned to it. The second one is the ratio of the
turnaround time elapsed by exploiting 1 node to the turnaround
time on n nodes.
Table I shows the turnaround times and speedups of the
application using from 1 to 64 virtual servers. The case of
1 server corresponds to a sequential architecture in which
the mining computation is performed on a single node. The
speedup generally shows a good trend and, in particular, it is
almost linear up to the case when 16 nodes are exploited.
Number of
servers

Turnaround time
(hh:mm:ss)

1
2
4
8
16
32
64

34:53:53
17:33:51
08:50:55
04:30:03
02:20:03
01:14:30
00:41:19

Speedup
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